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PROJECT BACKGROUND

Flewup Technologies one of the world's best
robotics and ai service providers with a decade of
experience and an award winning team with solution
partners across the globe. Our robots are capable of
working in a variety of scenarios and are aimed at
up-leveling the world of robotics through the use of
newest technologies.

Flewup Technologies supports the development of
service robots, from feasibility studies to
prototyping, in a timely and cost-effective manner.
Playing with robots has been our day-to-day activity
for more than 15 years. From concept to execution,
we put our expertise at your service.

Since our inception we have been focusing on
futuristic technologies while blending them with
robotics to relentlessly pursue the creation of
everyday robots that assist people, making their
lives easier, safer, and more connected. Our
approach to designing and developing robots is one
that empowers and benefits humanity.

Now we are taking our robots to the next level, to
the metaverse and beyond. That's the reason why
we decided to create unique NFT Robots and tokens
which take this technology forward. By utilizing
these technologies, we are also setting up a unique
showroom of robots in the metaverse.
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OBJECTIVES
Flewup NFT Robots (FNR) is a community and NFT
marketplace for Robotics companies, enthusiasts,
Artists, Game Developers, Freelancers and
Professionals that was shaped with the goal of
empowering the Robotics community and creating
opportunities for success. It’s the place for people
to connect with each other and showcase their
work to friends, future projects and for robotics
enthusiasts to enjoy the latest creations from their
favourite builders and developers. We aim to offer
all of the Roboticists, artists, creators, and
dreamers in the Robotics industry an educational
and inspirational way to participate in this field.
This is our offer back to the community we are
trying to support. Our aim is to compile a platform
to help Robotics enthusiasts around the world:
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Conceptualize by taking inspiration
from the world of robotics

Showcase their robots, designs and
concepts related to robotics on our
platform.
Get recognition from Robotics and AI
companies across the world.

Implementing service Robots in the
metaverse.

Special events for our NFT holders and
community members around the world,
in some of the world's best
destinations, such as Dubai.
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VERSION 1 OVERVIEW
We are building an Online marketplace for robots,
backed with blockchain technology, including
Hyped NFTs for robotics enthusiasts, empowered
by the Flew token.
Flewup is bringing robotics to the world of
cryptocurrency and blockchain, while delivering real
world utility and benefiting the robotics community
across the world.
Our solutions create revolutionary changes in the
real world, as well as the metaverse, since we aim
to become the biggest robotics project in the Web3 space.
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The products we are building will change the
robotics space into a more connected and realworld utility delivering community of enthusiasts.
We already have years of experience in this space,
and now is the time to utilize the blockchain and
metaverse technologies with our knowledge in
robotics.
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VERSION 2 OVERVIEW
We will be creating Non-fungible tokens
(NFTs) of Robots which are 100% unique, and
thus not interchangeable. Flewup NFT Robots
will be a collection of Robot characters
designed by Team Flewup and minted as
NFTs. Flewup's 1st generation of 7,777
robots will be minted as NFTs on the
Ethereum blockchain and constructed from a
variety of robotic outfits, heads, faces,
torsos, accessories, backpacks, arms, and
backgrounds. Each 100% unique, which will
cause various traits to be rarer than others.
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ABOUT
VERSION 3.0
ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR ROBOTS
WITH INTEGRATION OF BLOCKCHAIN AND
NFTS, EMPOWERED BY FLEW TOKEN

The first step is to create a showroom for robots in
the metaverse. It will be the foundation on which
other project elements will be built on. By collecting
the Flewup Robot NFTs you will have a voice in the
community and will help guide the direction of the
project and development of the showroom.
Therefore we are aiming to create along with our
community. Working together we can achieve the
growth of the Robotics ecosystem!
The project, dreamt up by a team of Roboticists and
technologists based around the globe, will also be
one of the first big Robotics-based collectible series
in the world. We began organizing our project when
we realized that many Roboticists were creating
NFTs without truly understanding blockchain
technology. Thus our biggest advantage is that
Flewup NFT Robots is driven by experienced
Roboticists, Futurists and Blockchain experts from
around the globe.

We will be launching our showroom for robots in the
metaverse. The interior space will be an everevolving experience center, designed to deliver
forefront metaverse interactions that fuse together
robots with the spectacular innovations from
Flewup. You will find three worlds designed for you
to discover and learn about our most important
initiatives: innovation, customization and futurism.
You can go on exciting quests where you can
explore, play and collect robots in ways you never
imagined. Best of all, you can earn collectible NFT
badges and exclusive, limited-supply collections of
Flewup NFT Robots to customize your avatars. You
will also be able to buy robots using the Flew token
and upgrade the features of your physical robots
with it. With the launch of our metaverse robot
showroom we will take the metaverse experience to
the next level by utilizing our unique NFT robots.
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IMPROVEMENTS FROM THE
PREVIOUS VERSIONS
The futuristic flying Robots will now be a part of
the metaverse.
The Flewup NFT Robots project is the inception
of the Robots universe! We are building a unique
world with a rich story that will begin with 7777
randomly designed Flying Robots.
Flewup NFT Robots can fly in the metaverse
with unique features.
We will make more than 100 unique 3D assets,
which will at first be used to create upgradable
PFP NFTs, short video stories, educational
content, a game, and other still unrevealed
projects.

Heroes! Welcome to the inception of the Flewup
NFT Robots universe! Do not be afraid! Reading the
roadmap will help guide you through the long
journey we are about to depart on. As the humans
behind the Robots, we will build the platform. But it
depends on YOU, the team, to determine how fast
we will all reach the destination!
Flewup NFT robots can be deployed in a variety of
ways in the metaverse. The market is expected to
steadily rise as industry consolidation accelerates
technological progress. As their ability to interact
with customers and collect data improves, they are
expected to become an increasingly regular part of
the customer service process in the metaverse.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
Flewup wants to build a metaverse that has the
capability to connect with actual physical robots
that operate in the real world, not just virtual
reality. The concept of the metaverse is in its
beginning stages with various ideas emerging at
once and some will surely fail. The idea of including
robots might seem a bit outlandish at first but
there is real value in doing so and could be one of
the most practical reasons for the metaverse since
it anchors it in reality. It may seem very futuristic at
first, almost to the point of seeming like science
fiction. However, having a real-world presence while
in virtual reality is a very realistic and practical need
that will exist at some point very soon, since people
are spending a significant amount of time in VR.

The first robots seen in everyday life are often
delivery robots and their numbers are increasing. In
some cases, this takes the form of flying drones.
Amazon, Google, and recently Walmart have all been
exploring the potential of flying packages directly to
customers. Wheeled delivery bots are also growing
in popularity and are seen at some university
campuses. There's little reason to use a complex,
legged robot such as those made by Boston
Dynamics for this purpose, however, more rugged
terrain would make it impossible for a wheeled
robot, and flying Robots have limited weight
capacities in the real world.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
The idea behind Flewup NFT robots is that space,
time and distance will all become irrelevant. By
connecting robots to the metaverse, we will be able
to move freely between both the real world and
virtual reality.

In the Metaverse flying Robots can practically do
magic since there are technically no limits. Imagine
virtually wearing an Atlas robot like a suit. This
alone opens up a whole new world of infinite
possibilities, such as shopping in a supermarket
remotely via robotic telepresence.
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THE PROJECT BENEFITS

01

First of its kind Hyped NFTs for
robotics enthusiasts and NFT
collectors.

02

Online marketplace for robots with
integration of Blockchain and NFT,
empowered by Flew token.

03

Private events for the community and
the NFT holders

Philosophy and science fiction deals with the
metaverse in its limit state, where physical and
virtual reality are indistinguishable to our senses
and minds. As a result, the Metaverse is
represented as a comprehensive alternative to
physical reality where human participants can work,
play and socialize with robots with the same
tangibility that we associate with these activities in
our daily routine. In practice, current technology is
nowhere near to creating experiences on that level
yet.

